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Hi there!

A young family living surrounded by nature, we 
strive to live in a sustainable way, with an eye for 
both the greenery in our own environment as well 

as for nature in the rest of the world.

That means we’re constantly looking for well-
made designs that help make our everyday 

greener and easier.

Whatever we can’t fi nd, we make.

Durable products for 
easy green living.

We created Waterworks: a natural 
system to help you keep your 

houseplants alive. 
We designed the Flower 

Constellations to eff ortlessly set up 
stylish arrangements needing only 

a few fl owers. 
With the Helios disk, we made it 

easy to grow pits and cuttings into 
water-rooted plants.

House of Thol products 
are made to be used 

every day.

We simply make the things we want 
to have in our own house.

We use effi  cient production methods and 
materials that last and/or have a small 

footprint. Furthermore we make products 
that can be repared or of which broken 

parts can be easily replaced. 

We are House of Thol: Thomas and Jana.
We’re both designers, and love to create 

green solutions for our everyday life.

Next to the growing House of Thol 
collection, we work together with brands 

and labels on sustainable and circular 
furniture and lighting design.



Waterworks / Keep your plants happy

WATERWORKS is a natural watering system that makes caring for your 
houseplants incredibly easy.

A set consists of a partly glazed terra-cotta cone and a glass reservoir 
in a cardboard giftbox.

Pushed in the ground, the terra-cotta cone transmits the moisture level of 
its porous walls to the soil surrounding it, creating a continuous gradual 

water distribution. 

This process is partly managed by the plant: broad-leaved kinds 
extracting more moisture from the soil, will naturally speed up the fl ow 

through the terra-cotta.  

The terra-cotta cones come glazed 
to three diff erent heights: 

Medium, most commonly used and 
suited for most houseplants;

Large, with a larger porous surface 
and faster distribution of moisture;
and Small, with only a small porous 

part and slower water fl ow.  

The terra-cotta Waterworks cones 
are available to be sold separately, 
and can be used to repurpose used 

glass bottles into a fun personal 
collection of watering devices.

About the cones

function:

material:

size cone:

size reservoir

watering system

terra-cotta, glass

Ø40x116mm (inside Ø28-32)

ca Ø100x150mm

packaging:

boxed size:

price:

cardboard box with inlay, incl manual

170x170x110mm

¤27,50 - full set 

¤12,50 - single cone

Waterworks Product Information
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Flower Constellations
Effortless arrangements, inspired by the stars

FLOWER CONSTELLATIONS 
are durable brass fl ower tools 

designed to easily create beautiful 
arrangements needing only a few 

fl owers.

The clever 2d design allows the fl at 
brass disks to expand and fi t vases 
with diameters ranging from 6,5-

9cm or 9,5-12 cm.

The perforated patterns in the 12 
diff erent Flower Constellations 
are derived from the signs of 
the Zodiac, creating a playful 

distribution of the fl owers in the 
vase.

Similar to Japanese fl oral art 
Ikebana, the Flower Constellations 
are a celebration of the beauty of 

each single fl ower.

function:

material:

size:

fl ower tool

brass

Ø100mm / Ø130mm

packaging:

boxed size:

price:

eco cardboard box

155x155x5mm

 ¤18,50

Flower Constellations Product Information

With colorful expressive packaging, 
the Flower Constellations make a fun 

fl oral gift with a personal touch.

Made from durable brass, 
the disks can be used 

again and again, on vases 
you already own and love.

Designed to last

The fl at-pack design means the Flower 
Constellations are easy to store and fi t 

a regular mailbox.

Fun to gift, easy to ship
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1. Aries / Ram / Bélier / Widder

2. Taurus / Stier / Taureau / Stier

3. Gemini / Tweelingen / Gémeaux / Zwillinge

4. Cancer / Kreeft / Cancer / Krebs

5. Leo / Leeuw / Lion / Löwe

6. Virgo / Maagd / Vierge / Jungfrau

7. Libra / Weegschaal / Balance / Waage

8. Scorpio / Schorpioen / Scorpion / Skorpion

9. Sagittarius / Boogschutter / Sagittaire / Schütze

10. Capricorn / Steenbok / Capricorne / Steinbock

11. Aquarius / Waterman / Verseau / Wasserman

12. Pisces / Vissen / Poissons / Fische

6,5-9 cm

6,5-9 cm

6,5-9 cm

6,5-9 cm 6,5-9 cm

6,5-9 cm

9,5-12 cm

9,5-12 cm

9,5-12 cm 9,5-12 cm

9,5-12 cm

9,5-12 cm



Bee Happy Flower Cards
Sending the seeds of love

With the BEE HAPPY FLOWER CARDS you’re not only 
sending someone a sweet message, you’re also sending 

them a delayed bouquet of fl owers & happy bees.

The cards have been printed on Growing paper: 
recycled paper containing a mix of wildfl ower seeds.

function:

material:

size:

greeting card

Seed paper

cards: A6 (148x105mm) / envelopes: C6 (169x114mm) 

packaging:

price:

cellophane sleeve (store only)

 ¤3,50

Bee Happy Flower Cards Product Information

To germinate the seeds, lay the paper in moist fertile soil, place in a 
sunny spot, cover with a thin layer of earth and keep well watered. 

The Bee Happy Flower Cards are currently being printed at the 
House of Thol headquarters, making it easy to regularly update 

the collection with fresh designs.

Blooming wildfl owers
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Furry friend Don’t worry Bee happy Happy Chimp

To plant a garden My heart is yours Vitamin C

To the moon and back Tentacle Terrance Festive Giraffe

Holiday Armadillo Winter Bear Strong Roots

Father Papa Vader

Mother Moeder Mama

Palm & Presents

This Sucks.



Helios / The constellation for growth

The HELIOS Constellation 
helps you stylishly grow your 
cuttings, bulbs and pits into 

a water-rooted plant.

Enjoy the growing plant in 
full: both the leaves growing 
towards the sun as well as 
the root-system branching 

out under water.

function:

material:

size:

growing disk

brass

Ø80mm

packaging:

boxed size:

price:

eco cardboard box, incl manual

87x87x19mm

 ¤15,-

Helios Product Information

Helios is the ancient Greek 
god of the sun who rode 

his chariot through the sky 
making sure the sun would 
come up every day. He was 

often worshipped for the 
power of the sun as creator: 
being the source of growth 

and life on earth.
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 The brass Helios disks 
fi t vases and jars with 

diameters ranging from 5,5 
to 8 cm (2.15 - 3.12 inch).

 The centre of each disk 
has a star-shaped opening 

that can be customized 
by folding the perforated 

lines and made to fi t a 
variety of cuttings, seeds, 

bulbs and pits.

God of the Sun

Each Helios box contains a 
manual to help successfully 

start avocado seeds.



Ophiuchus / Flower Constellation XL

Spanning a maximum diameter of 16 cm (6.3”) the OPHIUCHUS  
XL Flower Constellation is perfect to make stylish 

arrangements even in those larger vases.

Ophiuchus or Snakebearer is known 
as the ‘thirteenth star sign’ because, 
just as the 12 signs of the Zodiac, it 
crosses the Sun’s path (Ecliptica).

Because the Zodiac year was cut 
in 12 equal parts, Ophiuchus didn’t 
make it as one of the signs on the 

Zodiac as we know it. 

By adding the Snakebearer to our 
Flower Constellations collection, 
we’re giving it a place on our own 

fl oral Ecliptica.

Snake bearer

function:

material:

size:

fl ower tool

brass

Ø165mm

packaging:

boxed size:

price:

Eco cardboard box

180x180x5mm

 ¤29,50

Ophiuchus Product Information

The Ophiuchus Constellation is not only larger when it comes 
to diameter, it also has wider holes suitable for both thicker 

stemmed fl owers as well as small branches.
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POMA/OLERA  (Fruit/Vegetables) is a series of terra-cotta vessels to 
help store fruits and vegetables in a better way and avoid food waste. 

- research and launch with ABN AMRO / Gamechangers
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Other House of Thol projects

RECABINET is a circular sturdy cupboard with ample storage space 
and a sustainable origin. - development in collaboration with Ahrend

WREN & KIWI are sustainable 
lightshades handmade in the 

Netherlands - House of Thol for 
Ay Illuminate

The design of the EVOLUTION 
BATHTUB is based on the 

ergonomics of a lazy chair. - 
Each bathtub is handmade in 
our studio in the Netherlands 
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